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ual environment (MoVE): an open
source framework for gathering and visualizing
atmospheric observations using multiple vehicle-
based sensors

Marc D. Compere, *a Kevin A. Adkins, b Avinash Muthu Krishnan, a

Ronny Schroeder c and Curtis N. James c

Uncrewed Aircraft Systems (UAS) are becoming prevalent in a wide variety of meteorological investigations.

UAS fill an important atmospheric observational gap, namely observations between ground-based sensors

and higher altitudes where manned aircraft can safely operate. This paper explores the hardware and

software design used for a multi-vehicle atmospheric data collection campaign. The Mobility Virtual

Environment (MoVE) is a software framework designed specifically to collect data from multiple vehicles

and present a coherent, summary view of a complex scenario. Using both a 2D map and a live updating

table, multiple vehicles can be monitored simultaneously to make real-time decisions and quickly assess

the mission's effectiveness. MoVE is the software framework used to gather live telemetry inputs before,

during, and after flight. MoVE is also the set of tools used to post-process multiple data logs from days

of flight experiments into 3D and 4D visualizations over the surrounding terrain. The results are

visualizations of otherwise invisible quantities like T, P, RH, and especially vector wind velocities, ~Vwind,

captured during flight with drone-based sensors. The open-source software and procedures described

here can help the atmospheric research, and broader scientific community, achieve greater

understanding when using drone-based sensors.
Environmental signicance

This paper provides experimental methods and results from Uncrewed Aircra (UA), or drones, sampling the atmosphere over different spatial and temporal
scales suitable to the scientic objectives. Atmospheric sensors include temperature, pressure, relative humidity, and sonic anemometers for wind speed, plus
GPS for time and location. The paper’s focus is soware design and methods for gathering multiple time-series data records from different computers on-board
individual mobile aircra. The challenge to aggregating multi-vehicle data includes experiment planning, execution, and post-processing. The solution uses on-
board computers to collect data using a common timestamp and a common coordinate frame. This allows scientists, engineers, and pilots to observe otherwise
invisible phenomena like temperature proles or wind speed distribution over complex terrain.
1 Introduction

Atmospheric phenomena are composed of features and gradi-
ents at a variety of spatial scales. A consensus of atmospheric
scientists call these scales, from largest to smallest: global,
synoptic, mesoscale, and microscale.1 Consequently, investiga-
tions of atmospheric phenomena oen need analysis at
a variety of spatial scales. There are multiple considerations
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,

@erau.edu

-Riddle Aeronautical University, Daytona

, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,

14–232
needed to achieve the proper scale for a given atmospheric
investigation.

First, the right choice of aircra is critical. Instrumented
xed-wing UAS offer an opportunity to sample multi-kilometer
horizontal and vertical distances in a continuous manner with
high spatial resolution. Instrumented multirotor UAS possess
the ability to y at slow airspeeds, hover, accomplish vertical
sampling proles, and probe obstacle laden environments, all
while making spatially dense observations. Using both xed-
wing and multirotor aircra simultaneously enables high
resolution spatial and temporal sampling of the atmosphere
not previously possible. This combination also increases oper-
ational and data collection complexity.

Second, when point observations are undertaken, then
discrete but concurrent observations are taken at appropriate
spatial intervals. Fixed point observations are typically easily
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Example MoVE experiment with moving aircraft (red), ground
vehicles (black), pedestrians (black), and a weather balloon (green)
sending telemetry data over a wireless network (blue) to a PC located
in a nearby ground station.
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brought together using time with no need to consider
a changing geographical position. However, when mobile
observations are made, especially concurrent mobile observa-
tions, it can be challenging to merge these unique observational
datasets together. This task typically requires great effort
dealing with datasets aer the observations are gathered and
the team has returned from the eld. This is called post-
processing and is non-trivial. An additional task that exacer-
bates this effort is portraying the resulting merged dataset in an
effective manner that lends itself to ready interpretation.
Multiple data sources with different formats, different sample
rates, and different elevation datum, or time references are
common.

1.1 The data collection challenge of outdoor eld campaigns

The data collection challenge for a eld campaign involves
scientic, engineering, logistical, personnel, electronics, so-
ware, and regulatory considerations. The multi-vehicle eld
campaign data collection task is to gather incoming data from
multiple computer processes, possibly running on separate
vehicles, and aggregate these messages with a common time-
stamp in a common coordinate frame. Because eld campaigns
can be expensive and timely, it is important to ensure all neces-
sary data is captured in the eld, while conditions are correct.

1.2 The mobility virtual environment

The Mobility Virtual Environment (MoVE) is designed to aid in
all parts of a eld campaign: planning, execution, and post
processing. In the planning stage, the soware can use simu-
lated vehicles to rehearse a test scenario prior to being in the
eld. A 2D or 3D representation with vehicle icons moving across
satellite imagery provides realistic placement and route visuali-
zation. Simulations allow test engineers to better design the
experiment and convey the plan to pilots and other scientists.
This visualization also assists with routing and predicting
separation anomalies such as vehicle sequencing and separation
for amulti-vehicle scenario. Flight planning prior to arrival at the
test site is helpful as a start, but in the eld, sometimes condi-
tions change and oen it is not simple to understand multiple
vehicle trajectories and timings to ensure safe vehicle separa-
tion. Multiple ight strategies can be evaluated prior to eld
execution. For example, simulated scenarios can include lawn-
mower style ight plans2 for large area coverage, vertical
proles with multirotor aircra or helical proles with xed-
wing aircra, and horizontal transects. Any single uncrewed
aircra (UA) can have its motion and observational route plan-
ned to meet the atmospheric sampling needs, address platform
battery and performance limitations, deconict multiple UA,
and meet UA piloting and FAA regulatory requirements. Once
this planning is complete, the observational strategy must be
conveyed to multiple UA pilots, an Air Boss, Safety Officer, and
Visual Observers (VO) for the real ight experiment.

1.3 Example multi-vehicle scenario

An example MoVE scenario with real vehicles and pilots is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Each vehicle has GPS and onboard sensors
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
to measure parameters such as temperature, pressure,
humidity, and wind speed. A range of other lightweight, low
power sensors, such as particulate matter, methane (CH4), or
carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors can also be integrated.

During ight execution with real pilots and real vehicles,
MoVE gathers telemetry data from each vehicle to display each
vehicle's location and sensor data in real time on the same
updating map with icons showing each vehicle's location. A live
updating data table shows sensor data in real time from each
vehicle. The onboard data collection process writes all ight
and sensor data to a comma-separated variable (csv) le with
higher frequency than the telemetry link will allow. This means
the onboard le is the best data record of the entire ight, but
the telemetry updates provide certainty on the sensor values
during the experiment execution. MoVE's telemetry receiver
also writes a csv le with all vehicles' information logged with
a common timestamp and coordinate frame. This improves
speed with which sensor data becomes usable by creating a plot
of all vehicle positions on a 2D or 3D map while the experiment
is conducted, or immediately aerward. Comparing sensor data
from each vehicle is straightforward because a Real-Time Clock
(RTC) on board ensures all vehicles use the same time reference
to timestamp every datapoint. Each vehicle logs data locally, but
sometimes eld experiments have unexpected failures. The
MoVE telemetry offers a secondary record of this data if the
onboard logged le is lost or corrupted.

This paper focuses on atmospheric sensing, but MoVE has
already been used with ground, air, and pedestrian scenarios
documented in.3–5

1.4 It takes scientists, engineers, and pilots

Effectively exploring the atmosphere with uncrewed aircra
using specialized sensors has both high science potential and
high complexity. Data engineers providing live sensor telemetry
data from airborne vehicles to atmospheric scientists is key and
enables atmospheric scientists to provide guidance to pilots to
y toward areas of interest. Fig. 2 illustrates how pilots, engi-
neers, and scientists can collaborate to more effectively inves-
tigate important, but typically invisible, phenomena occurring
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 215
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Fig. 2 Collecting atmospheric data using drones takes collaboration
among pilots, scientists, and engineers.
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in the sky. This teaming allows scientists to readily identify
features in real time, such as moisture plumes, updras or
downdras, temperature inversions, ow channelling, or other
atmospheric phenomena.
1.5 Paper organization

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide
a literature review of meteorological eld campaigns that have
utilized multiple mobile sensing platforms and a literature
review of multi-vehicle simulation environments. In Section 3
we describe the MoVE design, architecture, and features.
Section 4 describes an ideal eld campaign with multiple
instrumented drones. Section 5 presents the experiment
execution and Section 6 presents post-processed results from
the MoVE system's data collection. Section 7 summarizes
lessons learned and Section 8 contains conclusions and future
work.
2 Literature review

This section summarizes literature in two categories. First, in
Section 2.1 presents relevant literature describing vehicle types
for measuring different atmospheric phenomena. Then, Section
2.2 presents literature related to multi-vehicle sensing.
2.1 Suitability of vehicle types for atmospheric phenomena

Field campaigns typically generate observations distributed
across a geographical area, and several atmospheric investiga-
tions exist in the literature that utilize concurrent mobile
observations, sometimes with a variety of sensors. Urban areas
oen possess the infrastructure required for surface-based
vehicles to make observations at sufficient spatial resolution.
Consequently, both automobiles6 and bicycles7–10 and other
surface vehicles11 have been used to investigate spatial
temperature variations across urban areas. Instrumented
automobiles have also been used to examine the spatio-
temporal variability of moisture in the urban canopy layer12

(UCL) and the spatial variability of atmospheric state parame-
ters in complex terrain.13 The zero emission nature of various
mobile sensing platforms has also been exploited to obtain
216 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232
a variety of atmospheric measurements. Examples include
general weather observations using a wind sled14 and air quality
measurements using bicycles.15 Analogously, aerial measure-
ments have been obtained by hot air balloons to study atmo-
spheric boundary layer (ABL) winds16 and cloud properties have
been explored via cable cars.17

Uncrewed aircra systems (UAS) have become increasingly
employed in atmospheric investigations in recent years. With
much of the atmosphere not accessible to in situmeasurements,
UAS afford a high-potential new option for lling the observa-
tional gap between the reach of surface-based sensors and the
altitudes that conventional instrumented aircra can safely
operate. UAS also provide an observational platform that is
reusable, operationally exible, and requires minimal sup-
porting infrastructure. Fixed-wing UAS can cover extensive
horizontal and vertical distances and multirotor UA possess the
ability to launch and recover in conned areas, hover, accom-
plish non-skewed vertical proles and survey obstacle laden
environments. Swarms of meteorologically instrumented UA
provide an opportunity to further capitalize on these advan-
tages. Concurrent UAS operations, with a wide variety of
sensors, have been used for intercomparison of lower atmo-
spheric observations.18 Similarly, an investigation of the lower
troposphere has taken place with multiple UAS, in conjunction
with traditional meteorological balloons and radar.19 A combi-
nation of well-established observational methods and a variety
of UAS has also been used to gain additional insight into the
stable ABL.20 This portion of the atmosphere has also been
monitored for trace gases using simultaneous UAS ight oper-
ations.21 Vertically stacked UA have made concurrent observa-
tions below, in and above clouds.22,23 Convective initiation has
also been investigated using vertically stacked UA24 and coor-
dinated multirotor UA undertaking vertical proles while xed-
wing UA transected the preconvective boundary layer between
these vertical proles.25 The evolving thermodynamic and
kinematic state of the ABL over complex terrain has also been
investigated by an assortment of UA operating at two different
sites simultaneously.26–28 The General Urban area Microclimate
Predictions (GUMP) tool forecasts urban ow and has been
validated using simultaneous observations from multiple
meteorologically instrumented UA.3,29

Other mobile platforms include ship-based measurements,30

crewed (manned) aircra measurements,31 or dropping radio-
sondes or launching radiosondes,32 tethered balloon systems,33

or pedestrian measurements.34 All these observation systems
need to geo-tag and timestamp each atmospheric sample and
aggregate the results into a coherent picture. Each of these
vehicles and contexts can benet fromMoVE's data aggregation
and real time telemetry for experiment monitoring. The limiting
factor for ship-based or crewed aircra scenarios is network
communication. In both scenarios, the vehicle platforms likely
already have satellite communications for internet connection
globally. In the case of weather balloons or radiosondes, custom
telemetry systems using 400 MHz, 1676 MHz, or similar
frequencies provide telemetry ranging in 10's-of-km to 300 km,
which is likely adequate for updating time and geo-tagged data
to a MoVE listener nearby. These satellite or radiosonde
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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communication links have not been incorporated into MoVE
but existing Xbee, Lora, ADS-B, 802.11 Wi-Fi, and cellular
networks serve as good examples for adding new networks.
Fig. 3 MoVE architecture with N real vehicles sending telemetry to N
vehicle model processes. MoVE Core receives updates from them and
user commands before sending state updates to a 2D map, a live
updating data table, and logger for post-processing and playback.
2.2 Other types of multi-vehicle sensing

Recently, data collection campaigns involving multiple vehicles
and over larger areas are becoming more common. With the rise
in popularity of autonomous systems, MoVE can aid with
communication and data collection between multiple sources.
MoVE is applicable to distributed sensing like an intricate system
of underwater sensors designed to collect oceanic data and
transmit it up to the surface35 or a wireless sensor network for
data collection with UA.36 By displaying real time data updates,
scientists monitoring the data can react quickly to anomalies.

The applicability and societal impact of drones on the
atmospheric science and weather community has been clearly
documented.37 Frazier and collaborators present a compelling
case and associated list of challenges including multi-vehicle
and sensor coordination, communication and data update
rates that vary widely among platforms, network link budgets,
and even location. This paper directly addresses some of the
issues they describe, including spatial sampling scales relevant
to atmospheric phenomena in vertical and horizontal dimen-
sions and the challenge of real time data collection and
communication in the sensor network.

The geoPebble system is a ground-based wireless sensor
network for collecting ice sheet data where a drone is used to
hover over each ground-mounted sensor, connect wirelessly,
and gather data.38 The GlacierHawk uncrewed aircra that
travels between geoPebble sensors is described inmore detail in
ref. 39. Similarities exist between MoVE and this multi-sensor
system with a traveling vehicle that collects data from each
sensor, but the primary difference is that geoPebble and Gla-
cierHawk is a drone-based approach to ground-based sensors
whereas the work presented here is about multiple mobile
aerial sensors.

Other methods of vehicle tracking exist, like video image
processing systems (VIPS) that produce predictive models based
on image tracking and processing.40,41 VIPS combines multi-
vehicle traffic data with cameras and newer VIPS also track
vehicles using a two degree-of-freedom mobility model to offer
real-time updates. VIPS requires signicant computational load
and may be difficult to implement internationally. MoVE
represents a different, simpler vehicle tracking approach that
can address a large area and be used internationally.

Conventional single-vehicle simulators for ground vehicles,
like carSIM,42 AdamsCar43 or SimVehicle44 have potential for
multi-vehicle interfaces but were not designed for multi-vehicle
interactions or vehicle-to-vehicle communications. Other
simulators like Microso FlightSim45 focus on a single high-
delity vehicle model for realistic motion, and include
multiple other traffic vehicles. Other simulators like Sumo,46 or
Vissim47 have many low delity vehicle models interacting with
each other and traffic lights in a simulated road network. More
modern simulation environments like the open-source AirSim
are capable of simulating multiple vehicles in a detailed 3D
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
environment.48 Based on the Unreal Engine 4, AirSim has
photorealistic graphics to depict simulated aerial and ground
vehicles.49

However, none of these simulators can accommodate the
combination of needs that MoVE addresses. MoVE lls a unique
gap in the simulation landscape with a direct sim-to-real
pathway, the ability to model vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tions, and ability to gather live telemetry data from multiple
real, aerial or ground vehicles for scientic data collection.

3 MoVE software architecture

MoVE is written in Python 3 and is available as an installable
package on the PyPi repository.50 MoVE has a GPLv3 Open
Source License, and source code is publicly available at
GitLab.51 Individual MoVE vehicle processes gather and log data
locally, on-board the sensing vehicle. If range allows, these
processes also report periodic updates over a telemetry network
to a central aggregating process for mapping.

The MoVE framework is composed of a Core process that
communicates with the vehicle processes, a logging system for
scenario recording and playback, a 2D mapping script based on
Bokeh, an open source 2D plotting library, and a dashboard. The
MoVE Core process runs on a base-station listening for network
updates from each MoVE vehicle process. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3 below. MoVE Core also stores live streaming telemetry from
all vehicles in a single location with a common timestamp and
common coordinate frame. The result is a single comma-
separated value (csv) le on the MoVE Core computer contain-
ing low-bandwidth telemetry data, and the higher frequency data
in timestamped logles on each of the N separate vehicles.
Typically, the logle format remains xed, which greatly reduces
post-processing time and complexity because the post-processing
script also remains the same. Typically, 2D plots of all vehicles are
available (a) during the live ights on the dashboardmaps and (b)
immediately aer ights are nished, the 3D plots can be post-
processed, right in the eld.

3.1 MoVE Core

MoVE Core is the central aggregating and control process for all
data messages from N vehicles. It manages all the incoming
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 217
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Fig. 4 MoVE's dashboard is a browser-based control panel and live
data display table. What is displayed on the bottom indicates 6 vehicle
processes with 4 receiving telemetry updates from real vehicle
senders.

Fig. 5 Dashboard with scenario config file selection and control
buttons for a multi-vehicle scenario.

Fig. 6 Close-up of data table showing 6 vehicles with only 4 reporting
properly.
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data ows from N vehicles, whether in simulation or from live
telemetry. It also populates a live updating data table, and
launches a 2d map-based display showing location of each
vehicle on a terrain map. Individual MoVE vehicle processes can
be one of two types: (a) a live-GPS-follower module or (b)
a simulated mobility model with behavior scheduler. The Core
sends RunState messages with Ready, Set, Go, Pause or Stop
commands to all vehicle processes. Both types of vehicle
processes report similar data messages to Core, so both popu-
late the dashboard and live map display with similar data. The
live-GPS-follower modules receive GPS latitude and longitude
values from real GPS devices. For these vehicle processes,
motion in the virtual environment is a result of motion in the
real world. Simulated vehicle mobility models return global XY
positions by numerical integration using a 4th order Runge–
Kutta Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) solver on trans-
formed body-xed velocities of simulated vehicles. A priority-
based behavior scheduler similar to Rodney Brook's subsump-
tion architecture provides commands to the vehicle mobility
model from various behaviors.52 MoVE Core simultaneously
aggregates data from both real and simulated vehicles repre-
sented on the dashboard and live map displays.

3.2 MoVE dashboard with data table

MoVE dashboard is operated in a web browser, so it is cross-
platform (Fig. 4 and 5). A pull-down menu selects the experi-
ment's conguration le and buttons launch vehicle processes.
Other buttons issue RunState commands.

These buttons execute command line programs that launch
MoVE Core and MoVE vehicle processes. Conguration les
capture detailed MoVE parameters, like total number of vehi-
cles, N, the ODE solver stepsize for numerical simulation,
218 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232
output logging frequency, network port assignments, routes
and gates for path following, andmission command sequences.
For simulated vehicles, behaviors are specied, each with
priority levels to ensure clarity when 2 or more behaviors are
active. With real vehicle experiments the conguration le also
denes vehicle names, and sets the latitude and longitude
origin for UTM conversion.
3.3 Executing an experiment

A typical experiment consists of starting the MoVE dashboard
and map, selecting a conguration le, then starting MoVE
Core and launching N vehicle processes (Fig. 5–7). This is done
on the MoVE Core computer, typically a PC or laptop. For
simulated experiments, launching vehicle processes and step-
ping through the Ready, Set, Go, Stop RunStates is quite
straightforward with the web-based interface. Watching the
simulation's 2D map output claries what each vehicle is doing
and what behavior is active in each vehicle. For real vehicle
experiments with telemetry, each vehicle's on-board data
logging system must be started, including the telemetry. For
aircra, starting telemetry is a part of the pilot's pre-ight
checklist. Next, the MoVE Core computer must be sequenced
through RunState commands Ready, then Set, then Go while
the experiment is active, then Stop aerward. MoVE Core logs
all telemetry from all vehicles, whether simulated or real. For
real experiments the higher frequency logs with valuable
scientic data are all located on each vehicle platform. This
must be manually retrieved and post-processed.

Hardware setup in eld experiments typically takes time and
the Ready state is intended as a low-energy, yet responsive way
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 7 MoVE 2Dmap display with icons of ground vehicles, fixed-wing
aircraft, multirotor aircraft, and pedestrians. Fixed-wing and multirotor
are different subtypes of the same aerial type.
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to verify network connectivity from each hardware platform.
The Set RunState command is primarily used for simulation-
mode and establishes initial conditions for all vehicles in the
scenario. The Go RunState command starts the csv logging
functionality and is the primary intended RunState during
a hardware experiment. Pause is also most useful for simulating
scenarios and Stop ends all vehicle processes and Core logging.
The data dashboard also has a simple output console in the web
browser that provides user feedback on computer process
outputs and aids in soware development. The data table
updates dynamically with vehicle process metrics like simula-
tion time, name, vehicle ID, and real sensor values streaming in
from the vehicle platforms.

The data table displayed in Fig. 6 allows researchers to
monitor sensor data and quickly detect anomalies or interesting
phenomena. The real-time updates are extremely helpful for
detecting sensor errors and noting special circumstances
during each test. Thus MoVE provides a more effective and
efficient atmospheric eld experiment.

The dynamic data table offers another menu to select which
of the incoming variables to display. The basic telemetry
options include time, GPS data (latitude, longitude, and alti-
tude), run state, vehicle behavior, type, sub-type, and most
recent vehicle-to-Core update time. Specic sensor values can
also be toggled on and off depending on the vehicle's sensor
data telemetry. Fig. 5 shows the drop-down menu with
a conguration le selected (and locked) along with MoVE
RunState command buttons. The vehicle launch button is also
shown that commands all N vehicle processes to start, in the
background, and begin communicating with Core and any
external telemetry congured. These features are also illus-
trated in Fig. 5.

The telemetry table and update times from each vehicle
provides clarity when monitoring multiple vehicles. Typically,
all vehicle GPS times are within a few seconds but occasional
telemetry packet drops can inuence this.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3.4 2D map display

The 2D Map Display is launched in a separate browser window
(Fig. 7) using the start map process button. The map uses lati-
tude and longitude coordinates to depict all real and virtual
vehicles with their respective icons. There are currently three
vehicle types: aerial, ground, and pedestrian. Each type has its
own subtype, each with their own individual icon. The aerial
type has subtypes, multirotor and xed-wing. The xed-wing
subtype uses a small airplane icon on the map, the multirotor
uses a multirotor drone icon, and the pedestrian uses an icon of
a person. These icons scale with the map which allows the map
to be zoomed in or out to encompass a large experiment area
while still clearly displaying each vehicle icon.

Hovering over a vehicle icon will bring up a tooltip with
current, dynamically updating information such as vehicle ID,
name, type, GPS location, elevation, most recent GPS time,
current behavior, and streaming sensor data. This information
helps provide a quick 3D understanding of the scenario and
identify any vehicles not reporting correct sensor data. The
display also provides a check at-a-glance to monitor all vehicle
health states. If any icons stop updating on the map, hovering
over it can help troubleshoot the error. MoVE live display is only
a 2D, top-down view but 3D plots are obtained during post-
processing as discussed in Section 5.
3.5 Telemetry options with real vehicles and pedestrians

There are multiple approaches for achieving live streaming
telemetry into MoVE. Desktop computers, mobile devices with
cellular network connections, and even edge computing
devices, like Raspberry-Pi class computers, can run MoVE and
participate in creative, networked, multi-vehicle simulation and
testing. The low computational overhead allows intricate, high
vehicle count scenarios. For example, real vehicles in the
National Airspace System (NAS) can be monitored in real time
with virtual uncrewed aircra (UA) inserted to test safety or
logistical concerns with crewed and uncrewed aircra. With the
ability to represent live vehicles together with simulated vehi-
cles in the same virtual environment, MoVE offers the open-
source research community the opportunity to test various
investigation scenarios.

User datagram protocol, or UDP/IP communication, is used
for inter-process communications between vehicle processes
and MoVE Core; however, for receiving vehicle telemetry data,
a wireless communications link is needed from the real vehicles
to transmit live GPS latitude, longitude, elevation, and sensor
updates. Several communication options are possible and the
discussion below explains each, along with the pros and cons of
each. Design goals when selecting a communication strategy
include little or no Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) regulation, safety and legality using the FCC Industrial,
Scientic, and Medical (ISM) bands, range, network cost, and
availability of devices that are also lightweight, compact, and
require low power. ISM is the group of frequencies dened by
the FCC that can be used without a specialized FCC licence
which has the benet of lower barrier-to-use, but also the
occasional risk of interference. In this use case, telemetry
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 219
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Table 1 Wireless telemetry options

Wireless technology Range (m) Specic example

Cellular connection <10 km Android device: HyperIMU, or iOS device: SensorLog
Cellular connection <10 km Custom real time data downlink device (RTDD)
802.11 Wi-Fi 100–500 m Raspberry Pi or ESP32 built-in Wi-Fi; over 100 m only with hi-gain antenna
802.15.4 <1 km Zigbee using Xbee mesh network at 2.4 GHz or 900 MHz
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interference is unlikely in an open eld where UA y but, if it
did occur, would limit telemetry data. However, this would not
be safety critical. Connection types include point-to-point, one-
to-many, and mesh wireless topologies, a local wireless Wi
network with nearby router, or the cellular network. Table 1 lists
the options tested for wireless telemetry.

3.6 Mobile phone app with cellular network

The simplest approach, and one that nearly anyone can setup
using a smart device, is to use the cellular network. By down-
loading either an Android or iOS app, the mobile cellular device
can transmit location to an internet-connected MoVE vehicle
process. This approach has, perhaps, the world's most widely
used and maintained network, but this approach is limited to
the sensors built into the cellular device. The Android Hyper-
IMU app53 and iOS SensorLog54 applications found on the
Google Play Store and Apple App Store, respectively, provide
good location transmission over the cellular network. These
applications are simple to set up and are quite effective at
sending latitude, longitude, elevation, current time, and any
sensors onboard the wireless device. The limitation of these
apps is an inability to also include custom sensor data to the
internet data connection through the app. Only the sensors on
the phone can be transmitted.

3.7 Microcontrollers with wireless cellular network

Another option tested successfully was a custom device with
a microcontroller transmitting custom data packets over the
cellular network. The Arduino MKR GSM 1400 is compact, low
Fig. 8 Real time downlink device with (1) Arduino MKR GSM-1400, (2)
LiPo battery, (3) Adafruit PowerBoost 1000, and (4) cellular antenna.

220 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232
weight, low power and provides a cellular data connection.55

This is ideal because it uses the same high-availability cellular
network and allows custom sensors and data to be transmitted.
This is the preferred option for ground-vehicles and tethered
aircra. But for ‘mobile aerial’ communications, the United
States FCC prohibits any data transmission from a cellular
network while in ight. This was likely developed with
commercial transport aircra in mind but, as of 2023, is still the
law and applies to UA in ight also.

The Real-Time Data Downlink Device (RTDD) was designed as
an improvement to the use of mobile phones with MoVE and
allows custom, external sensor data telemetry over the cellular
network (Fig. 8). The device is comprised of an ArduinoMKR GSM
1400 microcontroller, with an antenna attachment, a 3.7 V LiPo
battery and a working SIM card with a data plan. Shown in Fig. 8, it
weighs around 170 grams in total and has about 8 hours of battery
life. Unlike a mobile phone, the RTDD device, on its own, is not
capable of pulling accurate GPS data to send over the network; so,
it acts primarily as a sender of data. This in turn does not restrict
the RTDD device to any set of sensors. The device can be con-
nected to other microcontroller devices using any one of its three
communication protocol options: UART (Serial), I2C and SPI.

With the global investment in cellular networks, the RTDD
provides a viable mechanism for delivering live, custom
telemetry streams to the MoVE architecture in multi-vehicle
scenarios. In the U.S. the RTDD is most useful for pedestrian
or ground vehicles but prohibited from “mobile aerial” use.56

Some international regulations may allow use with aerial
vehicles.

3.8 Local 802.11 with Wi-Fi routers outdoors

Next, an 802.11 Wi-Fi network is simple and easy to deploy, has
very high bandwidth, can be used with aerial vehicles, but has
limited range. For multi-vehicle scenarios conducted within
less than approximately 100 m from the base station router and
with few or no obstructions, a Wi-Fi network can function quite
well. A tethered balloon experiment was quite successful with
a 100 m Wi-Fi range. Also communications with vehicle plat-
forms in the laboratory during indoor development have nearly
always been through 802.11 Wi-Fi networks. All PCs have Secure
Shell Protocol (ssh) clients to access the Raspberry Pi over Wi-Fi;
therefore, using this connection outdoors only requires a power
supply to operate a mobile Wi-Fi router. High-gain 802.11
antennas can be used for greater range, but the 2.4 GHz or 5
GHz spectrum and 802.11 protocol are not ideally suited for
long-range communications, especially when the vehicle is
performing aggressive maneuvers with trees or other infra-
structure nearby. Achieving 500 m or even 1 km is possible with
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Table 2 Instrumentation suite on field campaign vehicles.

Sensor fsample Sensed parameters

Devices on both multirotor and xed-wing aircra
HC2 standard
meteo probe

1 Hz � Temperature (°C)
� Relative humidity (%RH)

Pixhawk v4 mini 10 Hz � GPS
Latitude (dec deg)
Longitude (dec deg)
Altitude (m in MSL)

� Inertial measurement unit
Roll, pitch, yaw (deg)
Vroll, Vpitch, Vyaw (deg s−1)
Vx, Vy, Vz (m s−1)

� Barometric pressure sensor
Pressure (Pa)

Sensors on multirotor UA only
FT-205 sonic
wind anemometer

10 Hz � 2D wind measurements
Wind magnitude (m s−1)
Wind direction (deg)

Sensors on xed-wing UA only
Trisonica mini 10 Hz � 3D wind measurements

Wind magnitude (m s−1)
Wind direction (deg)
Wind u, v and w vectors

Multi-hole pressure
probe (MHPP)

250 Hz � 3D wind measurements
Wind magnitude (m s−1)
Wind direction (deg)
Wind u, v and w vectors
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directional long range antennas on both sides, but these are
best suited for stationary vehicles like tethered balloons or
multi-rotor vehicles performing vertical proles with localized
translational motion.

3.9 Zigbee 802.15.4 mesh network

The conguration tested that meets the FCC requirements and
meets size, weight, power (SWaP), and cost requirements is the
802.15.4 Zigbee multipoint network.57,58 The Xbee brand of
microcontrollers implements the Zigbee 802.15.4 standard with
a soware API, good documentation, code examples, and testing
soware for monitoring network activity (Fig. 4). Section 3 dis-
cussed this more. The 2.4 GHz Xbee 3 Pro devices claim a range
of 2 miles line-of-sight (LOS) but our tests indicated something
closer to 500 m to 1 km with ideal LOS conditions. Future work
includes migrating to sub-GHz communications (e.g. 900 MHz)
or Lora protocol to achieve similar power, cost, weight, and FCC
compliance in the ISM bands with improved range.

3.10 Regulatory considerations

In the US, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
publishes a frequency table56 with both international and US-
based regulations specifying approved use at each frequency
range. The Instrumentation, Scientic andMedical (ISM) bands
are license-free which means they are both the simplest to use
but also the most prone to interference by nearby Radio
Frequency (RF) emitters. For telemetry purposes, sub-GHz ISM
frequencies (e.g. 433 MHz or 900 MHz) provide greater range
(kilometer or 10's of kilometers) which will provide excellent
utility when ying with xed-wing vehicles that can reach 1 or 2
km or more. Higher frequencies like 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz provide
greater bandwidth but with less maximum range. The telemetry
link budget is below 1 kbps data transfer; so, the preference is
2.4 GHz or 900 MHz ISM bands for greater range and license-
free operation within the USA's FCC jurisdiction. The FCC
explicitly restricts some ISM bands in the US to applications
that are not aerial and mobile at the same time. International
restrictions are similar but not identical, so the initial choice in
this research was to use 2.4 GHz Xbee Pro 3 modules. This
works well for multirotor platforms performing vertical proles,
but the 2.4 GHz devices did not provide adequate range for the
xed-wing aircra, even in ideal RF conditions with direct line-
of-sight.

No matter which telemetry link is used, MoVE vehicle
processes receive individual vehicle updates from real vehicles
directly into the corresponding vehicle process. The vehicle
process then updates MoVE Core with the vehicle's position in
space as it moves. This is illustrated on the le side of Fig. 3
(telemetry labels) and resulting data is seen in hover-over tool-
tips in Fig. 7.

4 A field campaign using MoVE with
multiple instrumented drones

The Southwest United States has a monsoon season that is
exceedingly challenging to forecast. The monsoon causes risk
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and real damage to people, property and livestock. In the
summer of 2021, a group of Embry–Riddle researchers investi-
gated specic locations within the greater Colorado Plateau
geophysical region.59 This group included pilots, atmospheric
scientists, and engineers who met to study topographical
inuences on convective processes during the monsoon season.
Use of UAS provided concurrent horizontal and vertical obser-
vations never before possible. Current Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) regulations constrain any given ight to
within visual line of sight (VLOS) of the remote pilot. However, it
was possible to meet FCC and FAA regulations while using
multivehicle operations to increase the geographical area
observed. This was accomplished with a series of concurrent
but distinct adjacent ight operations where each vehicle
remained within VLOS of the remote pilot. Consequently,
multivehicle operations were used to increase the spatial extent
and density of observations within the topography of interest.
The net result were multiple days of time series data sets from
multiple different computers. Generally, this results in
a signicant challenge in aggregating multiple datasets from
distinct operations into a single cohesive picture of the atmo-
sphere. This data aggregation task is what MoVE was designed
to address and is described below.

MoVE was used in this eld campaign to bring together
separate data logs, over multiple days, from multiple vehicles
and multiple sensors. The campaign involved six vehicles
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 221
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Fig. 9 Four instrumented multirotors used in the campaign.
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simultaneously collecting data in the air. Three instrumented
multirotor UA ew vertical proles at distinct locations, an
instrumented xed-wing UA covered a larger area executing
vertically stacked lawnmower patterns, an instrumented
manned aircra also executed the same ight plan as the
xed-wing UA but over a higher and larger area, and weather
balloons periodically launched in the middle of the ight
operations area. The multirotors and xed-wing UA were
instrumented with sensors listed in Table 2, and are shown in
Fig. 9–11 below.

A careful observer will notice 4 instrumented quad rotors in
Fig. 9 with only three quad rotor vehicles shown in most gures
in Section 6. This is because 1 vehicle experienced an
unscheduled and uncontrolled landing during day 1 of the
ight tests. This le only 3 instrumented multirotor vehicles
available for all ight tests across multiple days.
Fig. 10 Instrumented multirotor in lab with sun shield over temper-
ature sensor.
4.1 UAS platforms and sensor overview

Basic components of the multirotor UAS platform are shown in
Fig. 12. This includes the baseline UAS ight platform with
battery, motors, and ight controller. The primary data acqui-
sition computer is a Linux-based, single-board computer
(Raspberry Pi 3b). The computer has multiple USB ports
convenient for modular soware and hardware development.
Nearly all sensors can accommodate UART-based serial
communications, or a Tx/Rx adapter can be used to provide
a UART-based interface. Linux and UART serial interfaces are
straightforward and reliable while computer temperatures do
not exceed the computer's recommended operating tempera-
tures. Custom command-line soware was written in Python 3
to collect and log data from all sensors, at different rates, to
a single csv le during ight.

The Raspberry Pi's built-in Wi-Fi and lesystem allow
convenient access to troubleshoot any sensor during pre-ight
checks. The sensor logging soware runs when the Raspberry
Pi is turned on and writes a high-frequency. csv log le with
time-stamped data from each sensor. A logle backup is
created every minute using a cron job on each vehicle's
Raspberry Pi computer during ight to reduce the likelihood
of le corruption from sudden power loss, battery failure, or sd
card failure. Also, the Xbee-based 802.15.4 wireless mesh
222 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232
network sends lower frequency updates wirelessly to a ground-
based monitoring station displaying all vehicle's sensor data
in real time.
4.2 Detailed sensor summary

Table 2 summarizes all sensors, reporting frequencies and
sensed parameters. The rst two rows present devices on both
multirotor and xed-wing aircra, the middle portion shows
sensors on the multirotor aircra only and the bottom portion
shows sensors only on the xed-wing aircra.

The multirotors and xed-wing both had the same HC2
Meteo Probe and Pixhawk collecting the same data on each of
them. The vehicle's instrumentation differs in the anemometer
sensing vector wind speed. The multirotors had a FT-205 sonic
anemometer, while the xed-wing had two interchangeable
anemometers, the Trisonica Mini and a Multi-Hole Pressure
Probe (MHPP). Various locations across Arizona were chosen for
multiple ights throughout the campaign. At each location, the
xed-wing was own with both anemometers at least once. The
MHPP's 250 Hz sampling frequency is much higher than any
other sensors in the suite. This approach is excellent for
turbulence statistics but the sample rate forced the Python
logging script to log all sensors at 250 Hz. Threads were used for
each sensor with threadsafe inter-process communication, so
sensor updates at 10 Hz or 1 Hz were recorded accurately
despite the csv le being written at 250 Hz. The MHPP sensor
was only partially validated at the time of the campaign. To
ensure valid data was recorded, the Trisonica Mini was used as
a secondary validated wind sensor.
4.3 Real-time clock (RTC)

A battery-powered Real Time Clock (RTC) is an important
hardware component necessary for any microcontroller
without a built-in (RTC). The RTC is the only mechanism for
rebooting with the correct time when no internet connection is
available. This system used a DS3231 RTC specically
designed to integrate easily with the Raspberry Pi and Linux
kernel. In the lab, Linux can synchronize local time when
connected to the internet. But in the eld, frequently no
internet is available. The eld-method for accessing the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 11 Fixed-wing UA in pre-flight with Trisonica anemometer
attached.

Fig. 12 Vehicle components for UAS-based atmospheric sensing.

Fig. 13 Xbee mesh network view from Digi's Windows XCTU software
showing 7 Xbee nodes. One node is on each of 3 multirotors and 1
fixed-wing aircraft. The others are repeater nodes to extend wireless
reach, or the base station node.
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computer is a standard 802.11 Wi-Fi connection with a router,
but the router typically has no internet connection and serves
as a wireless access point only. Each logle name is created
based on the current time and date. So, without the real-time
clock, the Python logging script may inadvertently overwrite
the previous logle recorded in the eld because the computer
reboots to the same time when power cycles. The real time
clock is critical for a multi-vehicle data collection system that
relies on time to assemble logs from different computers,
especially with multiple ights on each UAS data collection
computer during a day.
4.4 Zigbee mesh network with Digi Xbees

Using the Xbee communication modules from Digi, a compre-
hensive mesh network can be designed with up to n vehicles
sending in data simultaneously to a main data collection system
monitoring the process. Just like the RTDD device, the Xbees are
not capable of sensing any required data themselves, they just
work as data transmitters. The modules can be easily attached
to a USB breakout board, allowing them to easily connect to any
system. The devices self-form a self-healing mesh network
(Fig. 13). The green Xbee is the ground-station coordinator node
and others are repeater nodes on individual vehicles.

Xbees can be congured in three different modes: coordi-
nator nodes, repeater nodes and end nodes. Each node type
offers a different functionality to a mesh network. Each network
needs onemain coordinator node that servers as the main point
for the entire network. The coordinator has a separate cong-
uration and code from the repeaters. Tracking soware versions
for each device is important.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Xbees form a mesh network allowing them to be used in
remote areas far away from the base station or any other
infrastructure. They only require a small input voltage and
a network is formed with minimum pre-conguration. Xbees
are limited to line-of-sight communication, that can be easily
circumvented by strategically adding more Xbees at various
locations to extend the range of the overall communication
bubble. Additionally, they can send large packet sizes with
minimal packet loss.
5 Flight tests and experiment
execution

A multi-vehicle eld campaign for atmospheric sensing is
a substantial effort with logistical, personnel, regulatory, pilot-
ing, instrumentation, engineering, and science considerations.
With science objectives focused on the impact of complex
terrain on convective initiation, the complex terrain of the US
Southwest during the North American Monsoon season
provided an ideal environment. At the commencement of an
Intensive Observation Period (IOP) and just prior to ight, at
power-ON, each instrumented vehicle established wireless
communications with Xbees congured for a self-forming mesh
network. The telemetry mesh remained active before, during
and aer ight to report updates to the base station computer
running MoVE Core, dashboard, and live updating map. Also,
power-ON initiated the onboard sensor processing scripts,
written in Python, that read from serial ports and logged data
onboard the aircra using a Raspberry Pi-3. The UAS pilot's only
interaction with the instrumentation system was power-ON or
power-OFF and verication with the telemetry engineer. The
eld operations trailer provided power, large monitors, and
protection from the elements (Fig. 14). One wireless repeater
station was placed approximately 20 feet above the ground at
a terrain ledge to improve communications in the hilly, canyon-
like terrain. This height was determined using a Fresnel zone
calculator.60 Fig. 15 shows the antenna stand and wireless
repeater strategically located to provide direct radio line-of-sight
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 223
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Fig. 14 Multi-vehicle telemetry base station and monitoring displays.

Fig. 15 Multi-vehicle telemetry base station and monitoring.

Fig. 16 Multi-vehicle telemetry base station and monitoring displays.

Fig. 17 Two new steps were incorporated into the UAS pilot checklist
to integrate engineering data collection steps.

Fig. 18 Instrumented VTOL fixed-wing aircraft launching in airspace
with 3 multirotors airborne nearby. The multirotors are not shown in
this figure but are flying concurrent vertical profiles illustrated in Fig. 20
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when UAS were own in the nearby canyon, below the telemetry
base station.

Fig. 16 shows a closer view of the large screen monitor
providing real time vehicle updates during a multi-vehicle
atmospheric sampling experiment. Multi-vehicle ights lasted
anywhere from 20 to 40 minutes. One of the most important
parameters engineers monitored was log le size on each
vehicle. With a properly incrementing log le size, engineers
received valuable conrmation that the Raspberry Pi computer,
the onboard logging script, and the Xbee telemetry were all
working. The second most important parameter monitored was
the anemometer wind speed magnitudes. Reasonable wind
speeds displayed in the telemetry data provided condence the
sensors were working properly and the ights were acquiring
the sought-aer data. The live streaming telemetry was critical
for detecting errors during pre-ight checks and for monitoring
the logging system and sensors while in ight. Fig. 16 illustrates
the data table and live updating map updating the parameters
of interest.
224 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232
Future improvements to the display include a limited set of
plots for quick visual conrmation the data is being collected
correctly. This could be logle size vs. time or T, P, RH, or wind
sensor values as a function of time, for each vehicle.
5.1 Flight operations modied for engineering telemetry

FAA certicated remote pilots have checklists that helps ensure
safety and FAA part 107 compliance. Flying an UA with custom
instrumentation streaming live telemetry data to a separate
engineering ground station is beyond the training of most UAS
pilots. The team of engineers and pilots developed two new
checklist entries to ensure the data collection system was
operational before takeoff and did not turn off the data logging
computer until aer the telemetry engineer provided an all-
clear to power down. These two new steps are illustrated in
Fig. 17.
5.2 Multi-vehicle ight operations

The xed-wing aircra was a vertical take-off and landing
(VTOL) UA, as were the multirotor UA; so, very small launch and
recovery areas were needed. Fig. 18 illustrates a vertical take-off
and 21.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 19 Calibrating sensors on multirotor aircraft is simplest with two
people: one to rotate the vehicle and the other to monitor the flight
control software.

Fig. 20 Wide view in Google Earth with 2 balloon traces (yellow) and
multiple rectangular aircraft patterns from a manned Foxbat (green) at
different elevations. The four small drones flew concurrently within the
small rectangle (blue) near the center.
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maneuver from an unimproved road in the Arizona desert. The
gure shows the anemometer mounted on a boom in front of
the aircra. A boom length greater than two times the greatest
fuselage diameter was used such that the sensor was observing
the ambient environment.61 The xed-wing UA covered an
approximate area of 2 km × 1 km. This provided observations
within a given xed plane. It should be noted that the ground
topology changed elevation considerably within the horizontal
area, so the height above ground level (AGL) changed accord-
ingly despite ying at a constant altitude Above Take Off (ATO).

Fig. 19 illustrates a multirotor vehicle during sensor cali-
bration prior to launch. Calibrating IMUs immediately prior to
ight is a standard part of UAS operations.
6 Experimental results

This section describes the data and post-processing methods
used to synchronize time and geotagged data histories from
separate vehicle computers. Experiments were performed
across multiple days and the data presented here is a compila-
tion of 30–31 July 2021 near Cherry, Arizona. The VTOL xed-
wing data shown is from 30 July 2021 and all multirotor
ights are from 31 July 2021. Both data sets represent the best
ight data across 3 days and approximately 4 ights per day.
Reasons for choosing a data set over others includes occasion-
ally poor GPS signal, lost data record for a particular vehicle
because of a logging battery failure, or a sensor failure on
a vehicle, pilot deviation from the ight plan, or even weather-
induced deviations from the ight plan. These experiments
were intentionally executed just prior to incoming storms, so
timing multiple vehicles, plus a balloon and manned aircra
with a storm front was exceedingly challenging.

The experiment described utilized three multirotor UA and 1
xed-wing VTOL UA. The science objectives necessitated
a weather balloon carrying a reference measurement sensor
package with GPS, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity
to validate the UAS-based measurements, along with providing
an additional vertical sounding of greater vertical extent. In
addition, a manned aircra was ying at higher altitudes above
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the UA airspace (1000 –1500  AGL) with an Xbee telemetry
node transmitting GPS and time to the ground station, along
with other atmospheric measurements. The goal was to gather
UA collected data, weather balloon data, and manned aircra
data and present it in a coherent, single picture. GPS locations
from all these platforms are shown in Google Earth (Fig. 20).

Google Earth is a free tool that allows multiple GPS traces to
be observed in three dimensions and from any camera view-
point. Google Earth is used for post-processing and not gener-
ally intended for real time 3D display. Also, it only shows
location and time history of location. Sensor values need addi-
tional treatment which is explained in the next section.

The manned Aeroprakt A-22 Foxbat aircra was too far from
the Xbees to reliably receive transmitted signals. On just a few
occasions, when the aircra passed directly overhead, this node
was reported on MoVE's dashboard display. Longer range
telemetry is a future goal, for example using 900 MHz Lora
meshing devices. Similarly, the weather balloon quickly rose to
altitudes outside of the Xbee range of communication when
released. The only reliable mechanism for incorporating the
manned aircra and weather balloon data was by coordinating
the GPS timestamps with the MoVE GPS timestamps during
post-processing.

In future eld campaigns, a dedicated point-to-point telem-
etry link specially designed for airborne telemetry can be
incorporated into MoVE. These could be similar to Radiosondes
with telemetry ranging from 10's-of-km to 300 km using dedi-
cated 400Mhz or 1676 MHz frequencies, or the DragonLink
systems which are compact, lightweight, and low power telem-
etry systems designed specically for small RC aircra.62

Multiple examples in the literature describe these systems for
engineering and scientic purposes (e.g. ref. 63). This class of
dedicated telemetry links use 433 MHz or 915 MHz frequencies
for low bandwidth sensor telemetry ranges up to 50 km. The
only drawback of radiosonde or DragonLink systems are their
point-to-point nature. Individual links would need to be
brought into MoVE for each individual vehicle. While this is
certainly possible, it increases base-station complexity
compared to a meshing system like Lora or Xbee where 1 base-
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 225
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Fig. 21 The blue trace shows the fixed-wing UA flying horizontal
transects with loiter circles to coordinate with three multirotors flying
vertical profiles. Multirotors shown in yellow, green, and red.
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station receiver provides all vehicle updates to MoVE across the
mesh network. But, as just mentioned, Xbee and Lora devices
lack the required range, so a mix of both telemetry systems
could be a good future solution for complex multi-vehicle eld
campaigns with aircra both far and nearby.

Fig. 21 and 22 show the Google Earth 3D visualization
zoomed-in to the four UAS missions located within a bounding
box of approximately 1.5 km by 0.8 km. The manned Aeroprakt
A-22 Foxbat aircra was ying concurrently but farther away
making rectangular patterns approximately 19 km by 11.5 km.
This means the manned aircra was only periodically, just
barely, within Xbee radio range. The two balloons were
launched near the xed-wing VTOL launch and landing site but
the balloon traces are only shown in Fig. 20. The two balloon
launch events were isolated events with the balloon trajectory
exiting the location near the UAS within minutes, whereas the
drone ights lasted for multiple 30 minute ights throughout
three test days. The multirotors' vertical proles are shown with
the higher lawnmower pattern of the xed-wing UA. Vehicle
traces are labelled Superman, Spiderman, and Falcon in Fig. 21
Fig. 22 The yellow, green and red vertical traces represent three
multirotors flying vertical profiles, stopping every 50 ft for 60 seconds,
sending atmosphere measurements to MoVE for live monitoring.

226 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232
and 22. The xed-wing UA is a VTOL aircra named Thor, which
is shown in blue in Fig. 21 and 22. The blue vertical prole
represents this vehicle's launch and recovery locations. These
gures were created by importing GPS traces into Google Earth
with an interface language called Keyhole Markup Language, or
KML. The KML specication is publicly available and conve-
nient for post-processing in Matlab, Octave, ArcGIS, Google
Earth, Viking, or other 3D plotting and GPS manipulation tools.

The xed-wing UAS aircra covered a larger area horizon-
tally. The multirotor vertical proles are still visible near the
xed-wing takeoff and landing location as shown in Fig. 22.
6.1 Fixed-wing and multirotor ight coordination

The xed-wing VTOL's ight pattern was programmed for
horizontal, transverse sections, or transects, with straight-line
passes and prescribed turns on either end. Vertical take-off
and landings were own manually and then switched into an
automated mode to sequence through a series of pre-dened
waypoints. The transects are seen in Fig. 21 and 23 with
launch and recovery locations illustrated in Fig. 22. The three
multirotors undertook vertical proles with prescribed 60
seconds hover events at specied, coordinated heights above
takeoff. All ights were coordinated by an Air Boss, communi-
cating with all pilots over hand-held radios. Vertical prole
observations along the traces, shown in Fig. 21 and 22, are
undertaken during ascent to sample undisturbed air. Only
observed values taken during ascent are presented.

The xed-wing UA undertook loiter patterns, seen as large
circles, in Fig. 21. These ight plan elements were purposefully
implemented to coordinate xed-wing and multirotor observa-
tions. Coordinating the four UA, along with weather balloon
launches and the instrumentedmanned aircra to accomplish the
scientic objectives, while maintaining operational safely and
Fig. 23 Fixed-wing flight history with manually placed segmentation
points.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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abiding by all FAA regulations, was a substantial challenge.
However, MoVE made meeting these challenges signicantly
easier.

All vehicles' onboard sensors and data logging were enabled at
power-ON. This was useful for providing conrmation during the
pre-ight check that sensors and telemetry link were operational,
but it alsomeant there were substantial portions in the sensor time
history that were not useful for the scientic objectives. The
startup, launch, landing, and loiter circles in the xed-wing time
series record were not of primary interest. However, these less-
important portions of the data do provide context and verica-
tion that the recording system was operational and sampling
properly before, during, and aer the ight segments of interest.
Fig. 24 Fixed-wing segments showing direction, distances, and
average ground velocities.
6.2 Fixed-wing horizontal transect post-processing

Data were collected as a comma-separated value le (i.e. csv le)
onboard each of the four UA using a Raspberry Pi v3. The on-
board data collection devices gathered sensor data, logged
locally, and also sent telemetry updates to MoVE Core. The on-
board soware was the MoVE sender from each vehicle to MoVE
Core. The post-processing task was to extract, or segment,
multiple vehicles' sensor data using a common timestamp and
common spatial reference frame. Segmenting the datasets is
the process of identifying and extracting portions of the data
relevant for the science objectives.

Extracting, or segmenting, data for the xed-wing UA was
primarily accomplished by manual selection of locations in the
ight record, described briey here. Since GPS reports at 1, 5 or
10 Hz, depending on GPS conguration, and the data logging
loop in Python was sampling sensors at both 10 Hz and 250 Hz,
depending on connected sensors, there were many repeated
GPS points in some logs. Using a UTM coordinate trans-
formation, the latitude and longitude time history was con-
verted to XY coordinates in units of meters. This facilitated
simple Euclidian norm distance calculations. Repeated GPS
points were removed using a distance threshold of 0.01 (m).

For the xed-wing UA, the horizontal motion provides the
simplest segmentation mechanism. Eight magenta circles were
manually selected strategically near the ends of straight line
segments (Fig. 23). These were referred to as segment demar-
cation points. The goal was to segment the complete, contin-
uous ight path into more manageable segments for
atmospheric scientists to identify and associate with sensor
datasets. Using these 8 points, a simple algorithm was devel-
oped to identify segment beginning and ending points. Twenty-
eight segments were identied within the 3 full laps own in
Fig. 21 and 22 highlighted as 8 magenta circles.

Of the 28 segments, many were turn-arounds or loitering
circles. Four segments along the transects have been selected
for highlighting. The UA ground speeds along these segments
are shown in Fig. 24.

Fig. 25 shows air temperature measurements from the xed-
wing UA while ying the four highlighted segments. True
airspeed (anemometer), pressure, and relative humidity were also
observed for each of these segments. Selected results for both the
xed-wing and multirotor are shown in the next section.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
6.3 Multirotor vertical prole post-processing

While the VTOL xed-wing vehicle was loitering, the multirotor
UA were commanded to take off and undertook vertical proles.
The Air Boss coordinated all multirotors to simultaneously
ascend in 50-foot increments, AGL, and hover for 60 seconds.
The weather balloon and xed-wing aircra also coordinated
the execution of their ight plans with undertaking of these
vertical proles. Between 5 and 8 hover elevations were recorded
by each multirotor during any given ight (Fig. 26). All data
presented in Fig. 26–29 are all from two days, 30–31 July 2021,
near Cherry, Arizona.

Fig. 26 shows altitudes (MSL) from the 3 multirotor UA col-
lecting data simultaneously. Differences in altitude during
a data record (at line segment) are the result of different
launch altitudes. Each vehicle's horizontal positioning is shown
in Fig. 21, 22 and 27. The specic MSL altitudes were not
targets. Rather, they were a result of the Air Boss commanding
each multirotor pilot to achieve sequential 50 m increments
Above Take Off (ATO). Each pilot's ight controller reports
elevation ATO so this is a clear and unambiguous elevation for
each pilot to achieve simultaneously. This approach was an
intentional part of the science strategy to obtain atmospheric
measurements. The objective was to observe T, P, RH, and wind
speeds at uniform levels above the ground. The multirotor
measurements achieved the objective.

Fig. 27 shows the multirotor anemometer sensed wind speed
data during the vertical proles. Each colored point represents
the sensed wind speed over the duration of the 60 s data record,
at their respective locations. Careful inspection will reveal Spi-
derman's highest (last) data point was not reported. The cause
is unknown but may be from this vehicle reaching ight battery
limits or possibly a miscommunication on the ight's conclu-
sion. Battery life is an important part of electric aircra ight
planning.

Fig. 28 illustrates sensed air temperatures from each of the
three multirotors' HC2Meteo Probes at the 60 s hover locations.
Only the hovering sensor data points are displayed. The
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 227
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Fig. 25 Matlab plot illustrating fixed-wing air temperature data along
the four horizontal segments of interest. The [25–30 C] scale matches
multirotor plots.

Fig. 27 Anemometer measurements for each hover elevation in the
data record from Fig. 26.
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multirotor aircra are own in vertical proles for the specic
purpose of capturing steady state atmospheric conditions at
a specic location in a way the xed-wing aircra cannot. These
sensor values during transitioning between elevations are not
presented to clearly illustrate temperatures at discrete heights
above take-off. The expected trend is apparent where tempera-
tures near the ground surface are higher than air temperatures
at higher elevations. The [25–30° C] temperature scales matches
the xed-wing UA in Fig. 25.

One of the overarching scientic objectives was to look at the
inuence of topography on convective initiation. Consequently,
Fig. 26 Elevation (MSL) time histories provide a simple segmentation
approach. Sensor data extracted for these segments illustrates each 60
seconds elevation hold.

228 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232
the uncrewed aircra were placed over varying terrain. Some
aircra were launched from valleys and some from higher
ground. This experimental design not only created differences
in local elevation above mean sea level but also different launch
and recovery locations. Vegetation varied and was typically more
fertile in the lower lying locations with expected higher evapo-
transpiration. Topography also caused differences in insolation
based on terrain slope and exposure, and differences in diurnal
evolution due to overnight cold pooling. Finally, and most
predominately, the temperature variation near the surface was
expected to be very nonlinear and, oentimes superadiabatic as
a result of high surface heating from the sun and conductive
heat transfer to the air immediately above the surface. These
phenomena result in large temperature changes at lower alti-
tudes, which is shown in Fig. 28.

Fig. 29 showcases the combined multirotor and xed-wing
UA segments showing the vertical and horizontal coverage
possible. Google Earth provides a compelling visualization that
adds perspective from the surrounding hillside and valley,
where the experiment took place. Matlab's Keyhole Markup
Language (KML) exporting functionality provided a straightfor-
ward mechanism for using Google Earth to display sensor data
Fig. 28 Air temperature measurements for each hover data record
displayed in Fig. 26. The [25–30 C] scale matches the fixed-wing plot.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 29 Google Earth image showcasing multi-vehicle, concurrent
flight tests and resulting temperature data. The long horizontal
segments are from a fixed-wing UA and the three vertical profiles are
from 3 separate multirotor UA. Datasets shown are over 2 separate
days on July 30th and 31st 2021 near Cherry, Arizona.
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with compelling 3D terrain visuals. This gure illustrates data
over 2 separate days.

7 Summary and lessons learned

The eld campaign in Arizona consisted of multiple IOPs con-
sisting of multi-vehicle operations over a large geographical
area composed of complex terrain. Various aircra executed
unique ight plans within the complex topography. This
required thoughtful consideration and planning, detailed pre-
mission briefs, and continuous in-ight monitoring to ensure
deconiction and that the scientic objectives of the campaign
were being met. The utilization of the MoVE soware reduced
the burden during each of these stages (planning, rehearsing,
brieng, data acquisition, and post-processing) and allowed
participants to more effectively focus on the task at hand.

Along with improving situational awareness, MoVE helped
gather and ensure the integrity of streamed data with real-time
updates. The Raspberry Pi running on each system would boot
and run a multi-threaded Python code that would collect sensor
data and send it out with wireless network messages. Each
sensor's data was collected in a separate thread, and data
packets were packed and sent in their own thread, totalling 5
threads in the main program. Using the Raspberry Pi's Linux
operating system, each sensor was given a persistent name
according to its unique device ID and physical port connection,
allowing the program to run on boot. When, rarely, the persis-
tent names would not apply correctly, or the sensor's onboard
electronics would not send updates and all the data would read
0, MoVE's telemetry data readily alerted the engineering team
and the issue easily xed with a power cycle. Hence, MoVE was
essential in verifying functional sensors and communications
channels, or if a power cycle was required before ying. The
connections, once established, would consistently return
updates provided they had power.

Bringing together a multifaceted instrumentation system
poses challenges in logistics, regulations, ight hardware,
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sensing and communications, data collection, and team
procedures. The following lessons-learned are crucial for
creating a reliable elded system:

� Frequent soware and hardware subsystem testing is
critical for successful eld operations. Built-in checks that aid
troubleshooting in the eld are helpful.

� Tests with real pilots and real vehicles undertaking atmo-
spheric investigations in real time places a signicant cognitive
load on everyone involved. Reliable, tested subsystems that
frequently report health status are critical.

� Real-time clocks (RTC) for reliable Raspberry Pi time-
stamps are critical for eld work without an active internet
connection. Most computers rely on the internet for acquiring
accurate time, so without internet access in the eld, logles
can be overwritten or have incorrect timestamps which can
cause confusion and uncertainty during post-processing.

� Reliable battery power, with or without a DC–DC converter,
is critical to ensuring that voltage drops do not occur and cause
the Raspberry Pi computer to reboot, resulting in inadvertent
loses of data during the reboot.

� Planning a sensor power budget is critical. A low-cost USB
digital multimeter is critical for understanding the power draw
of each sensor through the USB interface. This approach
allowed data collection system testing in the lab while the
Raspberry Pi was accessible and helped inform our battery amp-
hour ratings to ensure proper battery life.

� Post-processing and verifying all quantities of interest
before the eld campaign reduces accidental omissions
discovered aer the eld campaign ends. It may seem burden-
some to post-process test data but this exercise surfaces the
need for logle changes that are unknown but critical before
undertaking the high-value eld tests.

� Using a separate ight controller for engineering data
collection, such as a Pixhawk4, provides a convenient set of
ight data entirely separate from the ight controller. However,
this device must be calibrated and armed to ensure it provides
good IMU and GPS data.

� Sending current logle size in each telemetry message
helps provide condence before, during, and aer data collec-
tion that the ight will yield the desired data. An increasing
logle size, in bytes, shows that the data collection script is
working and appending data properly.

� Lastly, to prevent inadvertent data loss from unexpected
power-loss, a Linux Cron job was congured to make a backup
every minute, locally, on the Raspberry Pi during ight to ensure
safe logle copies existed in more than one location.

The foremost priority for this campaign was capturing
atmospheric data from UA in-ight. Certain atmospheric
phenomenamanifested quickly and existed over short temporal
periods. Real-time observations afforded the opportunity to
monitor the atmosphere and make more informed ight and
science decisions while the weather changed.

8 Conclusions and future work

The Mobility Virtual Environment (MoVE) soware helps make
complex multi-vehicle eld campaigns easier and more robust.
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2024, 4, 214–232 | 229
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MoVE helps gather multiple data records from multiple
computers using a common timestamp and common coordi-
nate frame. Throughout each phase of a eld campaign, MoVE
can be utilized to better plan, rehearse, brief, execute, monitor,
and post-process results. Tested in a multi-vehicle campaign to
collect atmospheric data, the soware proved to be integral in
the overall success of the data collection efforts. With amodular
design, additional network communication capabilities are
being added. The soware can be used for eld experiments
around the globe, according to different regulatory environ-
ments. Additionally, as an open-source project, MoVE source
code is freely available and can be modied to better meet each
research team's needs.

MoVE is under active development with improvements in
simulation and live-vehicle data display. An ADS-B network will
be added to display all crewed (manned) aircra in the nearby
airspace. Also, one specic planned addition is a set of live plots
for quick visual inspection that each vehicle's sensor data is
being recorded. Logle size and T, P, RH, and wind sensor
values are displayed in tabular form, but a live updating graph
would improve monitoring during the experiments. Also,
additional long-range telemetry links need to be added such as
DragonLink or other links similar to radiosondes to meet long
range needs for certain vehicles. Lastly, a vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communications model and multi-vehicle mission
sequencer will be implemented to improve simulation-based
planning. The soware is developed in Linux and all libraries
are supported by Windows.
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